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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems (CPS) and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices are increasingly being deployed across multiple
functionalities, ranging from healthcare devices and wearables to critical infrastructures, e.g., nuclear power plants, autonomous
vehicles, smart cities, and smart homes. These devices are inherently insecure across their comprehensive software, hardware, and
network stacks, thus presenting a large vulnerability surface that can be exploited by hackers. In this article, we present an innovative
technique for detecting unknown system vulnerabilities, manage associated vulnerabilities, and improve incident response when such
vulnerabilities are exploited. The novelty of this approach lies in extracting intelligence from known real-world CPS/IoT attacks,
representing them in the form of regular expressions, and employing machine learning (ML) techniques on this ensemble of regular
expressions to generate new attack vectors and security vulnerabilities. Our results show that 10 new attack vectors and 122 new
vulnerability exploits can be successfully generated that have the potential to exploit a CPS or an IoT ecosystem. The ML methodology
achieves an accuracy of 97.7% and enables us to predict these attacks efficiently with a 87.5% reduction in the search space. We
demonstrate the application of our method to hacking the in-vehicle network of a connected car. To defend against the known attacks
and possible novel exploits, we discuss a defense-in-depth mechanism for various classes of attacks and the classification of data
targeted by such attacks. This defense mechanism optimizes the cost of security measures based on the sensitivity of the protected
resource, thus incentivizing its adoption in real-world CPS/IoT by cybersecurity practitioners.

Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence; Attack Graphs; Cyber-Physical Systems; Cybersecurity; Embedded Systems; Internet-of-Things;
Machine Learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CYBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPS) use sensors to feed
data to computing elements that monitor and control

physical systems and use actuators to elicit desired changes
in the environment. Internet-of-Things (IoT) enables di-
verse, uniquely identifiable, and resource-constrained de-
vices (sensors, processing elements, actuators) to exchange
data through the Internet and optimize desired processes.
CPS/IoT have a plethora of applications, like smart cities [1],
[2], smart healthcare [3], smart homes [4], nuclear plants [5],
smart grids [6], [7], autonomous vehicles [8], and in various
other domains. With recent advances in CPS/IoT-facilitating
technologies like machine learning (ML), cloud computing,
and 5G communication systems [9], CPS/IoT are likely to
have an even more widespread impact in the near future.

An unfortunate consequence of integrating multiple de-
vices is the dramatic increase in the attack surface within
the ecosystem. Most of the CPS/IoT devices are energy-
constrained, which makes them unable to implement exist-
ing elaborate cryptographic protocols and primitives as well
as other conventional security measures across the software,
hardware, and network stacks [10], [11]. The diverse range
of embedded devices in the network and inherent vulnera-

• T. Saha, N. Ajjarapu and N. K. Jha are with the Department of
Electrical Engineering, Princeton University, New Jersey, NJ, 08544
({tsaha,najjarapu,jha}@princeton.edu. N. Aaraj is with Technology In-
novation Institute, UAE (najwa@tii.ae).

bilities in the design and implementation, coupled with an
absence of standard cryptographic primitives, and network
security protocols, make CPS/IoT a favorable playground
for malicious attackers. Although lightweight cryptographic
protocols [12], [13] and hardware-based (lightweight) au-
thentication protocols [14], [15] mitigate some threats, most
of the vulnerabilities remain unaddressed. Another chal-
lenge in securing CPS/IoT is the large amount of accessible
data generated by the numerous communication channels
amongst devices. Such data, in the absence of adequate
cryptographic technologies, pose a threat to the CPS/IoT
device and consequently impact user privacy, data confiden-
tiality, and integrity. Moreover, CPS/IoT are vulnerable to a
plethora of attacks [10], [16], e.g., buffer overflow exploits,
race conditions, XSS attacks that target known vulnerabil-
ities and new (undiscovered) vulnerabilities, the exploit of
which is referred to as a zero-day attack.

In this article, we propose an ML-based approach to sys-
tematically generate new exploits in a CPS/IoT framework.
ML has already found use in CPS/IoT cybersecurity [17]–
[19], primarily in network intrusion and anomaly detection
systems [20]. These systems execute ML algorithms on data
generated by network logs and communication channels.
In the methodology that we propose, ML instead operates
at the device level, both system and user levels, to predict
unknown exploits against CPS/IoT.

We analyze an exhaustive set of real-world CPS/IoT
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attacks that have been documented and represent them
as regular expressions. An ML algorithm is then trained
with these regular expressions. The trained ML model can
predict the feasibility of a new attack. The vulnerability
exploits predicted to be highly feasible by the ML algorithm
are reported as novel exploits. This approach successfully
generated 122 novel exploits and 10 unexploited attack
vectors. To demonstrate the applicability of our approach,
we evaluate the trained model on the in-vehicle network of
a connected car. The model was successful in discovering 45
vulnerability exploits in the car network.

The novelty of the proposed methodology lies in:

• Representation of real-world CPS/IoT attacks in the
form of regular expressions and control-data flow
graphs (CDFGs), where both control flow and data
invariants are instrumented at low system levels.

• Creation of an aggregated attack directed acyclic
graph (DAG) with an ensemble of such regular ex-
pressions.

• Use of an ML model trained with these regular
expressions to generate novel exploits in a given
CPS/IoT framework.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
summary of the work that has been done in the application
of ML and automation to cybersecurity. Section 3 discusses
background material. Section 4 provides motivation behind
why our contribution may be beneficial to progress in
CPS/IoT security research. Section 5 gives details of our
methodology and the results obtained with it. Section 6
describes the application of our algorithm to a connected
vehicle. Section 7 proposes a tiered-security framework,
composed of defense DAGs, for protection against security
vulnerabilities. Section 8 concludes the article.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss some of the major works that
have been done to automate security for real-world threat
mitigation. Many major classes of security vulnerabilities,
like memory corruption bugs and network intrusion vul-
nerabilities, can be detected using automation techniques.
The domain of cybersecurity that has been highly in-
fluenced by the popularity of ML is intrusion detection
systems (IDSs), in particular an IDS targeted at network-
level attacks. Prior to the rapid advancements in ML, IDSs
consisted of signature-based methods and anomaly-based
techniques to detect intrusions in the network or the host
systems. Proposed IDSs perform quite well but have their
drawbacks. Signature-based methods require regular up-
dates of the software and are unable to detect zero-day
vulnerabilities. Anomaly-based methods can detect zero-
day vulnerabilities but have a very high false alarm rate
(FAR). The advent of ML alleviated some of these draw-
backs and thus ML was widely adopted in IDSs. Researchers
have used a wide variety of ML methodologies to tackle
this problem, such as artificial neural networks [21], [22],
Bayesian networks [23], [24], clustering methods [25]–[27],
decision trees [28], [29], ensemble learning like random
forests [30], [31], hidden Markov models [32], and support

vector machine (SVM) [33], [34]. More advanced deep learn-
ing based IDSs use generative adversarial networks [35]
and autoencoders [36]. These methods provide a reactive
security mechanism for detecting ongoing attacks. They
also require significant computational overhead because the
models need to be continuously trained on recent data and
all incoming traffic must be processed by the ML model
before it can be catered to by the system. Our method differs
from these methods in that it provides proactive security
and requires zero run-time overhead.

Attack graphs have been widely used for analyzing the
security of systems and networks [37]. Generating attack
graphs has been a longstanding challenge due to the state
explosion problem. Various automation techniques, like
model checking [38], rule-based artificial intelligence, and
ML [39], have been used to tackle this challenge. Analysis
of the attack graphs is also a challenge due to the enormous
size and complexity of the graphs. Graph-based neural
networks [40] and reinforcement learning [41] have been
used to analyze attack graphs to detect vulnerabilities. This
article uses attack graphs at a higher granularity to detect
vulnerabilities and the exploits thereof across the entire
hardware, software, and network stacks of CPS/IoT. In
previous works, system-specific attack graphs have been
used for vulnerability analysis. In this article, we propose
a generalized attack graph that can be applied to detect
vulnerabilities (and exploits thereof) in any CPS/IoT. We
buttress this claim by applying our approach to detect
vulnerabilities in the in-vehicle network of a connected car.

Memory corruption bugs have been a longstanding vul-
nerability in computer systems. A detailed analysis of this
problem is provided in [42]. Automation attempts have also
been made for detecting such bugs. In [43], static analysis is
used to detect memory corruption vulnerabilities.

The discovery of hardware vulnerabilities like Spec-
tre [44] and Meltdown [45] in 2018 opened the gateway to
new classes of side-channel attacks on device microarchi-
tecture. An automated side-channel vulnerability detection
technique for microarchitectures is proposed in [46]. This
article aims to achieve a similar goal, but across the entire
hardware, software, and network stacks.

3 BACKGROUND

We model existing CPS/IoT attacks as regular expressions
and CDFGs. We train a popular ML model, namely SVM,
with these CDFGs to predict new vulnerability exploits.
This section provides an introduction to regular expressions,
CDFGs, and SVM models that is required for ease of com-
prehending the rest of the article.

3.1 Regular Expressions
A regular expression is used to denote a set of string
patterns. We use regular expressions to represent known
CPS/IoT attacks in a compact and coherent manner.

The set of all possible characters permissible in a regular
expression is referred to as its alphabet ⌃. The basic opera-
tions permitted in regular expressions are [47]:

• Set union: This represents the set union of two regu-
lar expressions. For example, if expression A denotes
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{xy, z} and B denotes {xy, r, pq}, then expression
A+B denotes {xy, z, r, pq}.

• Concatenation: This operation represents the set of
strings obtained by attaching any string in the first
expression with any string in the second expression.
For example, if A = {xy, z} and B = {r, pq}, then,
AB = {xyr, xypq, zr, zpq}.

• Kleene star: A⇤ denotes the set of strings obtained
by concatenating the strings in A any number of
times. A

⇤ also includes the null string �. For ex-
ample, if A = {xy, z} then, A

⇤ = {�, xy, z, xyz,
zxy, xyxy, zz, xyxyxy, xyzxy, ...}

In this article, we define regular expressions at a higher
granularity for the sake of generality. Alphabet ⌃ of our reg-
ular expressions includes generic system-level operations
like “Access port 1234 of the system,” “Overwrite pointer address
during memory overflow,” etc.

3.2 Control-data Flow Graph
The CDFG of a program is a graphical representation of
all possible control paths and data dependencies that the
program might encounter during its execution. The basic
blocks of the program constitute the nodes of the CDFG. A
basic block is a block of sequential statements that satisfy
the following properties:

• The control flow enters only at the beginning of the
block.

• The control flow leaves only at the end of the block.
• A block contains a data invariant or a low-level

system call.

For the sake of this article, we construct the CDFGs
at the level of human-executable instructions rather than
assembly-level instructions. We do this to ensure general
applicability of our method and ease of understanding.

3.3 Support Vector Machine
Neural networks are capable of performing better than tra-
ditional ML algorithms in many scenarios. However, neural
networks require a lot of training data. We employ ML at
the system level. Our training dataset does not have enough
training examples to train a robust neural network. Thus,
we use traditional ML approaches, instead of deep learn-
ing, for classification. Among traditional ML classification
algorithms, SVM is one of the most robust classifiers that
generalizes quite well.

SVM is a class of supervised ML algorithms that an-
alyzes a labeled training dataset to perform either classi-
fication or regression [48]. It is capable of predicting the
label of a new example with high accuracy. It is inherently
designed to be a linear binary classifier. However, kernel
transformations can be used to perform nonlinear classifi-
cation as well. For a dataset with an n-dimensional feature
space, a trained SVM model learns an (n � 1)-dimensional
hyperplane that serves as the decision boundary, also referred
to as the separating hyperplane.

Many contemporary ML algorithms, e.g., k-nearest-
neighbor classification, use a greedy search approach. How-
ever, SVM uses a quadratic optimization algorithm to out-
put an optimal decision boundary. The two main limitations

of SVM are its natural binding to binary classification and
the need to specify (rather than learn) a kernel function.

4 MOTIVATION

This section illustrates how our approach fits into the
larger CPS/IoT security picture. CPS/IoT are expected to
be pervasively deployed and significantly impact various
aspects of our daily lives, often performing functions that
are highly critical to human safety (e.g., in medical, emer-
gency response, and automotive systems) or the functioning
of enterprises or society at large (e.g., smart cities, energy-
efficient buildings, traffic monitoring, and smart power
grid). While information security has clearly emerged as a
grand challenge in CPS/IoT, the consequences of security
attacks on CPS/IoT, the infrastructure of the future, can
often be described as catastrophic – much too often, the
cost of these attacks may have to be measured in lives as
opposed to dollars and cents.

We propose a framework for securing IoT devices and
CPS infrastructure based on developments along two im-
portant directions. Recognizing the need to depart from
the traditional approaches to cybersecurity, we observe that
the main objective of many security attacks on CPS/IoT is
to modify the behavior of the end-system to cause unsafe
operation. Based on this insight, we propose to model the
behavior of CPS/IoT under attack, at the system and net-
work levels, use ML to discover a more exhaustive potential
attack space, and then map it to a defense space.

To demonstrate the practicality of our approach, we
illustrate its applicability to connected cars, whose market
size is expected to surpass USD 200 billion by 2025 [49],
split between services and solutions related to vehicle data
networks, vehicle-to-vehicle networks, sensor technologies,
and vision systems. Our approach enables us to address the
following questions:

• It enables a preemptive analysis of vulnerabilities
across a large variety of devices by detecting new
attacks and deploying patches ahead of time.

• It ensures security of communication between de-
vices and bridges the CPS/IoT security gap.

• It enhances CPS/IoT data integrity, confidentiality,
and availability while ensuring reliability of infor-
mation collected from various sensors.

Coupled with other technologies, such as (i) lightweight
cryptographic protocols [12], (ii) cryptographic primitives
on devices for data-at-rest security (iii) security protocols
for data-in-transit security, and (iv) data auditing using
immutable databases [50], our methodology enhances end-
to-end security.

5 METHODOLOGY

In our methodology, we extract intelligence from an ensem-
ble of known CPS/IoT attacks and use this system-level
adversarial intelligence to predict other possible exploits in
a given CPS/IoT framework. The automated derivation of
novel exploits and defenses broadly comprises extracting
intelligence, discovering unexploited attack vectors, apply-
ing ML, and taking measures to secure the system. These
processes are depicted in the flowchart of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of the overall methodology

5.1 Extracting Intelligence

We document existing CPS/IoT attacks and decompose
them into their constituent system-level actions and used
data invariants. We use regular expressions to represent
these constituent system-level operations. Then we com-
bine the regular expressions of all the attacks to form an
ensemble of interconnected system-level operations. This
ensemble is represented as a DAG. This DAG is henceforth
referred to as the aggregated attack DAG.

5.1.1 Data Collection

Next, we discuss how to extract knowledge from known
attack patterns. To achieve this objective, we create a list
of known CPS/IoT attacks. Then we classify these attacks
into various categories based on the type of vulnerability
being exploited. This list consists of 41 different attacks [10],
[51], [52]. The most popular attacks among these and their
regular expressions are shown in Table 1.

5.1.2 Data Transformation

In this phase, we decompose each attack into its basic
system-level operations. We express these sequences of op-
erations as regular expressions that are then represented as
CDFGs, as shown in Fig. 2. Each attack is now transformed
into a CDFG with system-level operations as its basic blocks.
The methodology of decomposing an attack into a CDFG is
similar to the method used in [53].

An example of the data transformation procedure for
a buffer overflow attack is given next. A buffer overflow
attack can be expressed as a sequence of following actions:

1) dynamic memory allocation,
2) overflow of memory, and
3) frame pointer with overwritten memory.

Attack1 Regular
Expression1

CDFG1

Attack2
Regular

Expression2 CDFG2

Attackk
Regular

Expressionk CDFGk

Fig. 2: Data transformation overview of a list containing k

types of CPS/IoT attacks

Let bbi denote the i

th basic block of the sequence. Then
the corresponding regular expression is given by:

bbi(Dynamic memory allocation)⇤.bbj(Overflow of memory).
bbk(Frame pointer with overwritten memory)

Here, bbi denotes the dynamic memory allocation that oc-
curs in the memory stack before a buffer overflow occurs.
The Kleene star operation suggests that bbi might be ex-
ecuted multiple times before bbj is executed. Basic blocks
bbj and bbk are similarly defined. This regular expression is
then converted into a CDFG. Ideally, there should be a self-
loop on bbi, but we omit self-loops in our CDFGs so that
it is a DAG. This facilitates analysis. The CDFG for buffer
overflow is shown in Fig. 3.

Dynamic memory
allocation

Memory overflow

Frame pointer with
overwritten memory

bbi

bbj

bbk

Fig. 3: CDFG of buffer overflow attacks

5.1.3 Attack DAG

Every attack in our list is represented by its corresponding
CDFG. All the CDFGs are combined to form a single DAG.
This is our aggregated attack DAG. This is shown in Fig. 4.

The attack DAG is a concise representation of the sys-
tem and network-level operations of known categories of
CPS/IoT attacks. Every path from a head node to a leaf node
in the attack DAG corresponds to a unique attack vector.

We observe that certain basic blocks appear in multiple
attacks. These basic blocks are represented as a single node
in the attack DAG with in-degree and/or out-degree greater
than 1. Our attack DAG has 37 nodes, represents 41 different
attacks, and has a maximum depth of 6.
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TABLE 1: Real-world CPS/IoT attacks and regular expressions

Attack Vulnerability category Regular expression

Therac-25 Radiation Poisoning Race condition /
TOCTOU vulnerability bbi(access system call)*. bbj (open system call)*

Ariane 5 Rocket Explosion Integer overflow bbi(data invariant > max integer)*
Worcester Airport Control

Tower Communication Hack Buffer overflow bbi(dynamic memory allocation)*.bbj (overflow of memory).bbk(frame pointer with
overwritten memory)

Bellingham, Washington,
Pipeline Rupture Buffer overflow bbi(dynamic memory allocation)*.bbj (overflow of memory).bbk(frame pointer with

overwritten memory)

Maroochy Shire Wastewater
Plant Compromised

Access
control/Privilege

escalation
bbi(critical component with one factor or one man authentication)*

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power
Plant Worm

Malware/Privilege
escalation bbi(critical component with one factor or one man authentication)*

Worm Cripples CSX Transport
System

Malware/Privilege
escalation bbi(critical component with one factor or one man authentication)*

Worm Cripples Industrial
Plants

Malware/Privilege
escalation bbi(critical component with one factor or one man authentication)*

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack bbi(port traffic per second > threshold)

LA Traffic System Attack DDoS attack bbi(data invariant > threshold)
Aurora Generator Test Protocol vulnerability bbi(access requested)*.bbj (no mutual authentication)*

Internet Attack on Epileptics SQL injection bbi(user input)*.bbj (user input not compliant with database format)

Turkish Oil Pipeline Rupture Privilege escalation /
DDoS

bbi(critical component with one factor or one man authentication)* + bbj (data invariant
> threshold)

Stuxnet Attack on Iranian
Nuclear Power Facility Malware through USB bbi(executive file of new executable at kernel level)*.bbj (sending data through port to

external C2)

Tests of Insulin Pumps No authentication + No
encryption

bbi(transaction requested)*.bbj (no time stamp check)*.bbk(no mutual
authentication)*.bbl(no hash check)*

Replay attacks bbi(data in transit not encrypted)*
Houston, Texas, Water

Distribution System Hack
Weak access
management

bbi(access requested)*.bbj (no strong authentication, e.g., no public key infrastructure
based authentication or two factor authentication)*

Researcher Defeats Key Card
Locks No authentication bbi(access requested)*.bbj (no mutual authentication)*.bbk(encryption key read from

memory in unencrypted format)*

Test of Traffic Vulnerabilities Weak cryptographic
measures

bbi(no encryption of data/commands)*+(bbj (no digital sign on sensor firmware)*.
bbk(illegal access through unobstructed port)*. (bbl(reconfigure the system specs)* +

(bbm(access memory buffer). bbn(overwrite memory buffer))*))

German Steel Mill Attack Malware/Privilege
escalation

bbh(open downloaded file from spear-phishing email)*.bbi(executive downloaded file
from email)*.bbj (critical component with one factor or one man

authentication)*.bbk(access business network)*.bbl(access ports of entry to production
network)*.bbm(manipulate commands to the system)*

Fatal Military Aircraft Crash
Linked to Software fault Software fault bbi(access system files)*.bbj (rewrite code for updates)*.bbk(delete/modify important

system files)*
Test of Smart Rifles Weak password bbi(weak WiFi password)*.(bbj (alter state variables)*+bbk(gain root access))

Black Energy Ukrainian Power
Grid Attack Weak authentication

bbi(spear phishing emails to access business network)*.bbj (maneuver into the
production network)*.(bbk(erased critical files on disk) + bbm(took control over

important network nodes)*)

Mirai Botnet Attack Weak authentication +
DDoS bbi(weak password)*.bbj (port traffic per second > threshold)

Unidentified Water
Distribution Facility Hack Web vulnerabilities (bbi(phishing emails to access credentials)*+bbj (SQL injection attacks to get

credentials)*).bbk(weak storage of credentials on front-end server)
WannaCry Ransomware

Attacks Buffer overflow bbi(dynamic memory allocation)*.bbj (overflow of memory)*.bbk(frame pointer with
overwritten memory in SMBv1 buffer)*

Cryptographic key
management bbi(process starts encrypting data)*bbj (process new to the system and not whitelisted)*

5.2 Applying Machine Learning

Once we have represented the known attacks in the attack
DAG, we observe that some of its unconnected nodes can
be linked together. Every new feasible link that is predicted
by the ML model is considered to be a novel exploit of
vulnerabilities. A link or branch is considered to be feasible
if the control data flow represented by that branch can be
implemented in a real-world system. We use ML models
to predict if directed branches between various pairs of
nodes of the attack DAG are feasible. Manual verification
of the feasibility of all possible branches in the attack DAG
is too time-consuming. Let n be the number of nodes in
the attack DAG and c be the number of examples in the

training dataset. Then the size of the search space of possible
branches is

2

 
n

2

!

� c = n(n� 1)� c

= n

2 � n� c

= ⇥(n2) (1)

This quadratic dependence makes it very expensive to per-
form manual checks to exhaustively examine the feasibility
of all the possible branches. In our experiments, we show
that using ML can reduce the search space by 87.5%.

We train the ML model using the attack DAG of known
attack vectors. Once trained, it can predict the feasibility of
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Fig. 4: The aggregated attack DAG

new branches in the attack DAG. We derive an SVM model
for this purpose. Since the dataset is very small, consisting
of just 140 datapoints, it prevented us from being able to
adequately train a neural network [54]. However, when our
methodology is applied to a larger scope of cyberattacks, a
neural network model might be an effective tool [55].

5.2.1 Data Preparation

We assign various attributes (features) to the basic blocks of
the attack DAG depending on the type of impact the attack
would have on the system and network. The various at-
tributes are memory, data/database, security vulnerability,
port/gateway, sensor, malware, head node, leaf node, and
mean depth of the node. Each node has a binary value (0
or 1) associated with every feature except the mean depth.
The mean depth of a node denotes the average depth of
the node in the attack DAG. For example, nodes ”Memory
overflow” and ”SQL query with format -F” have the attributes
shown in Table 2.

We represent a branch in the attack DAG by an ordered
pair of nodes, i.e., (origin node, destination node). The features
of the branches of the attack DAG are required to train
the ML model. The concatenation of the attributes of the
origin and destination nodes represents the feature vector
of a branch.

5.2.2 Training Dataset

Our SVM model learns from the underlying patterns that
exist in known CPS/IoT attacks, some of which are shown
in Table 1. This knowledge is encoded in the attack DAG.

TABLE 2: Node attributes

Attribute

Memory

overflow

SQL query with

format -F

Memory 1 0
Data/Database 0 1

Security vulnerability 0 0
Port/Gateway 0 0

Sensor 0 0
Malware 0 0

Head node 0 0
Leaf node 0 1

Mean depth 1 3.75

Thus, the training dataset is composed of all the existing
branches (positive examples) and some infeasible branches
(negative examples) of the attack DAG. The labels of the
training dataset are:

• 1, if the branch exists in the attack DAG.
• �1, if a branch from the origin to the destination

node is not feasible.

A negatively labeled branch denotes an impossible con-
trol/data flow. Some negatively-labeled examples include
branches from the leaf nodes to head nodes, branches
that complete cycles in the attack DAG, and sequences of
infeasible operations like exploitation of memory flow via
certificate proxying.

Our training dataset consists of 140 examples, 39 of
which have positive labels and the remaining have negative
labels.
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5.2.3 Training

The ML model has multiple parameters that can be tuned
to achieve optimal performance [56]. The parameters of the
SVM model that we experimentally tuned during training
are mentioned below.

1) Regularization parameter (C): Regularization is used
in ML models to prevent overfitting of the model to the
training data. Overfitting causes the model to perform
well on the training dataset but poorly on the test
dataset. This parameter needs to be fine-tuned to obtain
optimal performance of the model. The value of C is
inversely proportional to the strength of regularization.

2) Kernel: The kernel function transforms the input vector
xi to a higher-dimensional vector space �(xi), such that
separability of inputs with different labels increases.
We use the radial basis function (RBF) as our kernel
function. The RBF kernel is defined as:

k(xi, xj) = exp(��||(xi � xj)||2) (2)

3) � : Parameter � defines how strong the influence of
each training example is on the separating hyperplane.
Higher (lower) values of � denote a smaller (larger)
circle of influence.

4) Shrinking heuristic: The shrinking heuristic is used to
train the model faster. The performance of our model
does not change in the absence of this heuristic.

5) Tolerance: The tolerance value determines the error
margin that is tolerable during training. A higher tol-
erance value causes early stopping of the optimization
process, resulting in a higher training error. A higher
tolerance value also helps in preventing overfitting.

The parameter values of our SVM model are shown in
Table 3.

TABLE 3: SVM parameters

Parameter Value

C 1.0
Kernel RBF

� 0.0556
Shrinking heuristic Used

Tolerance for stopping 10�3

5.2.4 Test Dataset

We use the SVM model to predict the feasibility of all
possible branches of the attack DAG. Therefore, the test
dataset contains all possible branches except the datapoints
present in the training dataset. Our attack DAG has 37 nodes
and our training set has 140 examples. Putting n = 37 and
c = 140 in Eq. (1), we observe that our test dataset contains
1192 datapoints.

5.2.5 Verification

A test example is positive if the sequence of the two basic
blocks is a permissible control/data flow in a given system.
Determining the control/data flow in a program is generally
a hard task. However, in this article, we define the basic
blocks at a human-interpretative level. This makes it easier
for a human expert to determine if the sequence of basic
blocks in the test example is feasible or not.

The SVM model predicts 149 positive labels out of 1192
test datapoints. A positive label indicates that the test dat-
apoint is a potential novel exploit. Manual verification of
all the 1192 datapoints in the test dataset revealed that 1165
predictions by the SVM model are accurate, resulting in a
test accuracy of 97.73%.

The parameters of SHARKS were chosen to achieve zero
false negatives. However, our SVM model outputs a few
false positives. To eliminate these false positives, manual
verification is necessary. In the absence of SHARKS, a hu-
man expert would have to verify all 1192 potential vulner-
ability exploits manually. With the assistance of SHARKS,
it is sufficient to verify only the 149 positive predictions
of the SVM model. Thus, SHARKS helps reduce the search
space of possible novel exploits from 1192 to 149, which is
an 87.5% reduction in manual checks.

5.3 Discovering Unexploited Attack Vectors
The attack DAG has some unexploited attack vectors em-
bedded in it that can be discovered through linear search on
it. Every path from a head node to a leaf node corresponds
to a unique attack vector. The attack DAG has 51 such paths.
However, only 41 known attack vectors were considered
while constructing the attack DAG. Thus, 10 unexploited
attack vectors are obtained through a linear search of all the
attack paths.

New attack vectors emerge due to the convergence of
multiple attack paths at common basic block(s). Such an
occurrence is illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b rep-
resent two subgraphs of the attack DAG in Fig. 4. Fig. 5c
shows the graph obtained by combining Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b
at the common node titled “Access ports of network.” Fig. 5d
depicts the new paths obtained from the combination of the
two graphs. The five new paths thus discovered correspond
to five attack vectors that have not yet been exploited in
real-world CPS/IoT attacks.

5.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results. We
begin by demonstrating why we chose an SVM model
for novel exploit detection. In addition to SVM, we eval-
uated the following models: k-nearest neighbors (k-NN),
naive Bayes, decision tree, and stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) based linear SVM. We compare their accuracies,
precision/recall values, false positive rates (FPR), and F1
scores in Table 4. It is clear that SVM performs the best.

Then we use SVM to predict the existence of new
branches in the attack DAG. The SVM model successfully
predicts the existence of 122 new feasible branches in the
attack DAG. Each new branch corresponds to a unique
novel exploit.

Some of the 122 feasible branches of the attack DAG
that were predicted by ML are listed in Table 5. These
attacks have been chosen to represent the most popular
vulnerability categories. A linear search of the attack DAG
also helps us discover 10 unexploited attack vectors, a subset
of which is depicted in Fig. 5.

The confusion matrix in Table 6 shows the number of
true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), false negatives
(FN), and true positives (TP). The SVM model achieves zero
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Fig. 5: Generating new exploits with linear search: (a) CDFG
for Attack1, (b) CDFG for Attack2, (c) combined CDFG
of both attacks, and (d) new attacks that emerge from a
combination of the two CDFGs

FN, which indicates that a negative prediction is always
correct.

In Fig. 6, we categorize the novel exploits into six
categories. We can see that access control vulnerabilities

TABLE 4: Performance of ML models

Model Accuracy Precision

Recall FPR F1

Decision Tree 86.8% 0.40 0.89 0.14 0.55
k-NN (k=2) 92.8% 0.60 0.62 0.04 0.61
k-NN (k=3) 92.0% 0.54 0.88 0.08 0.67
k-NN (k=4) 94.5% 0.70 0.70 0.03 0.70
k-NN (k=5) 93.0% 0.58 0.86 0.06 0.69
Naive Bayes 90.5% 0.46 0.26 0.03 0.34
SVM (C=1) 97.7% 0.82

1.0 0.03 0.90

Linear SVM
with SGD 90.6% 0.49 0.75 0.08 0.59

SVM (C=2) 93.8% 0.60 0.97 0.06 0.76
SVM (C=3) 92.8% 0.56 0.96 0.08 0.71

TABLE 5: Novel exploits discovered

Branch discovered

Vulnerability

category

Read downloaded file from email �!
Overflow of memory Buffer overflow

Access network ports �! Encrypt data
and destroy key Privilege escalation

Access system files and databases �!
Reconfigure system specifications Access control

Download unwhitelisted malware �!
Bypass firewall using backdoor Malware

Access network address �!
Encryption key read from memory in

unencrypted form
Cryptographic flaw

Critical component with 1-factor
authentication �! Access Basic

Input/Output System (BIOS) image

BIOS boot level
attack

Exploit malware to access system as
root �! Cache poisoning Cache poisoning

TABLE 6: Confusion matrix

N=1192 Actual = No Actual = Yes

Predicted = No TN = 1043 FN = 0 1043
Predicted = Yes FP = 27 TP = 122 149

1070 122

(including privilege escalation), weak cryptographic prim-
itives, and network security flaws are most common vul-
nerabilities with high likelihood of exploit. We also observe
that vulnerabilities with lower exploit likelihood are BIOS
vulnerabilities and cache poisoning attacks - due to higher
complexity in building the exploit chain across various
system elements. This is expected because a successful BIOS
attack or a cache poisoning attack involves one or more of
the following: boot-stage execution, shared resources with
adversary, side-channel access, kernel code execution, and
close proximity to the CPS/IoT devices at very specific time
instances.

Training accuracy refers to the accuracy of the SVM
model when evaluated on the training dataset. Only four
of the 140 training datapoints were incorrectly classified by
the SVM model, yielding an accuracy of 97.14%. The test
accuracy is manually determined by evaluating the feasi-
bility of all the 1192 possible branches in the attack DAG.
We observed that 27 of the 149 positive predictions were
incorrect. On the other hand, all the negative predictions
were accurate. Thus, 1165 of the 1192 datapoints of the test
dataset were classified correctly by the SVM model, yielding
a test accuracy of 97.73%.
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Fig. 6: Histogram depicting the number of novel exploits
discovered in each category

6 IOT CASE STUDY: CONNECTED CAR

The connected car is a complicated IoT system comprising
various sensors, electronic control units (ECUs), system
buses, and embedded software packages. It possesses a vast
range of capabilities that includes Internet access, communi-
cation with multiple devices, and collection of real-time data
from the surroundings. While these functionalities enhance
user convenience, they also expand the attack surface of the
system. The most common entry points for hackers are the
ECUs, on-board diagnostics (OBD) port, WiFi, and GSM and
bluetooth networks of the vehicle. Some of these are shown
in Fig. 7.

,

Fig. 7: Examples of hacker entry points into the connected
car

The connected car has numerous ECUs that are respon-
sible for different functionalities like anti-lock braking, lane
departure warning, and engine management. All commu-
nications between ECUs occur over the network bus that
connects all the ECUs to one another. There exist multiple

networks for in-vehicle communications. Some of them are
local interconnect network [57], FlexRay network [58], and
media-oriented systems transport network [59]. One of the
most popular in-vehicle networks is the Controller Area
Network (CAN) [60]. CAN ensures real-time handling of
all in-vehicle communications, including safety-critical data.
This makes the security of the CAN bus critical to the safety
and security of the smart vehicle. However, the CAN bus
has been shown to be intrinsically insecure [61], [62]. Cryp-
tographic techniques like encryption and message authen-
tication cannot be applied to the data traversing the CAN
bus. These operations increase the latency of processing the
packets that leads to an increased ECU response time. This
overhead is not permissible in the case of safety-critical,
time-sensitive, and real-time applications. Cryptographic
measures also prevent car mechanics from analyzing CAN
traffic during troubleshooting. This is a major inconvenience
for them because they generally use the CAN bus as a
diagnostic tool during repair.

6.1 CAN Bus Vulnerabilities
Although CAN is the de-facto in-vehicle network in con-
nected vehicles, it is insecure by design. The CAN protocol
uses a broadcast mechanism for communication. Due to the
absence of sender and receiver addresses in the data frames,
every ECU can freely publish and receive messages from
the bus. While this enables easier addition of new ECUs to
the network, it poses a grave security threat to the system.
We next discuss the popular vulnerabilities on the CAN bus
that were detected by our approach.

1) Frame sniffing: The CAN protocol uses a broadcasting
mechanism for ECU communications. This allows a
malicious node on the CAN bus to receive all the
data frames through sniffing. The absence of encryption
makes it easier to analyze the collected frames. The
range of valid messages on the CAN bus is small
enough to be exhaustively analyzed. Fuzzing tech-
niques can be used to decode the functionalities of
various ECUs from the log of sniffed frames [63]. This is
a breach of confidentiality of the system. Frame sniffing
is often the precursor of more complex attacks.

2) Frame spoofing: Frame spoofing involves sniffing and
reverse engineering of the data frames of the CAN
bus. Using the details of the data frames, the adversary
can broadcast malicious frames on the bus by spoofing
a particular node. Absence of authentication schemes
compromises the integrity of messages on the CAN
bus. Spoofing attacks may result in incorrect speedome-
ter readings, arbitrary acceleration of the vehicle, er-
roneous fuel level readings, and conveying malicious
messages to the driver [64]. This poses grave safety con-
cerns as the adversary can gain access to safety-critical
ECUs like the braking system and engine management
system.

3) Denial of Service (DoS): The CAN protocol imple-
ments a priority-based broadcasting communication
scheme. For example, messages from the anti-lock brak-
ing system, which are critical to the safety of the pas-
sengers, are given higher priority for transmission on
the bus than messages from climate control sensors.
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The priority of a frame is determined by a parameter
id (PID). Lower values of PID signify higher priority
messages. To launch a DoS attack, the adversary needs
to decode the smallest acceptable value of PID from the
history of CAN messages (obtained by frame sniffing).
Then he can continually broadcast messages with the
highest priority on the bus, thus preventing any other
message from being transmitted on it [63]. This com-
promises the availability of the CAN bus to legitimate
messages, thus denying service to these messages.

4) Replay attack: Replay attacks involve sniffing the
frames on the CAN bus prior to launching the at-
tack. Sniffing and analyzing the frame packets using
fuzzing techniques reveal knowledge about the frame
functionalities. Since the CAN protocol is bereft of au-
thentication schemes and time-stamp verification, the
recorded frame packets can be sent on the CAN bus at
inconvenient time instances to launch various attacks.
For example, the frame packet to unlock the car door
can be replayed by a thief when the owner is not
around. Replay attacks on cars have been demonstrated
both in simulations [65] and real cars [63].

The other vulnerabilities that we consider in our experi-
ments are ECU buffer overflows [66] and malware injection
through ECU firmware updates [67]. These attack vectors
involve sending malicious packets to the ECUs over the
CAN bus but do not involve exploiting any vulnerability
of the CAN bus itself.

6.2 Application of SHARKS
In this section, we describe how we use our SHARKS
approach to detect the aforementioned vulnerabilities in the
given IoT system, namely the CAN bus. In our threat model,
we assume that the attacker has already gained access to
the internal CAN bus by compromising a gateway ECU.
An adversary can gain access to the CAN bus through
multiple entry points like the OBD port, WiFi, bluetooth
or the GPS system of the car [68]. In our simulations, we
assume that the OBD-II port was used to gain access to
the CAN bus. We simulate the CAN bus with OpenGarages
ICSim simulator [68] with LibSDL and Socket-CAN CAN-
utils libraries.

To apply SHARKS to a specific CPS/IoT system, we have
to design the attack DAG for it. The attack DAG shown in
Fig. 4 is designed for a generic CPS/IoT system. The CAN
bus has fewer functionalities than those considered during
the design of the attack DAG in Fig. 4. This makes some
of the nodes in the DAG in Fig. 4 redundant with respect
to the CAN bus IoT system. We remove those nodes and
obtain a subgraph of Fig. 4 that is relevant to the CAN bus.
This subgraph, shown in Fig. 8, is referred to as the CAN
attack DAG. It has 25 nodes, 19 branches, and denotes 14
high-level attack vectors relevant to the CAN bus.

6.3 Results
We run a pre-trained SVM model on the CAN attack DAG
shown in Fig. 8. The SVM model was trained on the attack
DAG in Fig. 4, and not on the CAN attack DAG. While
testing the model’s performance on the CAN attack DAG,
we observe that it is able to discover 45 CAN vulnerability
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Fig. 8: The attack DAG for the CAN bus of the connected
vehicle

exploits that were initially absent in the CAN attack DAG.
This indicates that our approach is generic enough to be
deployed on any CPS/IoT system for vulnerability exploit
detection. We classify the detected CAN bus vulnerabilities
into the vulnerability categories mentioned in Section 6.1.
Some of the attack branches predicted by the model and
their corresponding categories are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7: Novel exploits discovered

Branch discovered

Vulnerability

category

Invariants unencrypted �! Read state
variable at address A Frame sniffing

No mutual authentication �!
Man-in-the-middle attacks Frame spoofing

No check for time-stamp �!
Manipulate commands to system Replay attack

Access memory buffer �! Write state
variable at address A

ECU buffer
overflow

Rewrite code for updates �!
Download unwhitelisted software

Malware injection
through ECU

updates

The CAN attack DAG has 25 nodes and 19 branches.
Putting n = 25 and c = 19 in Eq. 1, we observe that there
are 581 datapoints in the test set. The SVM model predicts
95 of these to be feasible novel exploits and eliminates the
rest. Manually examining the feasibility of the 95 positive
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predictions, we find that 45 of them were correct. All the
branches that were predicted to be negative are infeasible
control/data flows. Hence, the SVM model reduced our
search space from 581 to 95, which represents a 83.65%
reduction in human effort. The confusion matrix of the
predictions by the model is shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8: Confusion matrix of SHARKS on CAN vulnera-
bilities

N=581 Actual = No Actual = Yes

Predicted = No TN = 486 FN = 0 486
Predicted = Yes FP = 50 TP = 45 95

536 45

7 SECURITY MEASURES
In this section, the primary endeavor is to defend CPS/IoT
against all known attacks and the novel exploits predicted
by SHARKS at an optimal cost. Defense-in-depth and multi-
level security (MLS) [69], [70] are the most appropriate
schemes to adopt in such a scenario. Defense-in-depth refers
to employing multiple defense strategies against a single
weakness and is one of the seven properties of highly secure
devices [71]. MLS categorizes data/resources into one of the
following security levels: Top Secret, Secret, Restricted, and
Unclassified. The first three levels have classified resources
and require different levels of protection. Security measures
become stricter as we move from Restricted to Top Secret.
Many different policies can be employed to implement MLS
in an organization. Some of the most popular policies are
based on the Bell-La Padula (BLP) model [72] and the Biba
model [73]. The BLP model prioritizes data confidentiality
whereas the Biba model gives more importance to integrity.

The aggregated attack DAG is composed of multiple
categories of attacks that are weaved together. Defense
mechanisms can be systematically developed for each of
these vulnerability categories in the form of defense DAGs.
Defense DAGs mirror the corresponding attack subgraphs
and make execution of the key basic blocks of the attack
sequence infeasible. This ensures that no path from a head
node to a leaf node in the attack DAG can be traversed in
the presence of the suggested defense measures.

Many attacks have multiple defense strategies that can
protect against them. The cost of our overall defense strat-
egy increases with the complexity and number of defense
measures that we enforce. Defense-in-depth helps us opti-
mize this cost. The less sensitive resources (those belonging
to the Restricted level) have basic defense measures against
all attacks. As we move up the hierarchy to the Secret and
Top Secret levels, we have more layers of security. Next,
we demonstrate our defense strategies against access control
and boot-stage attacks.

7.1 Defense against Access Control Attacks
Access control and privilege escalation attacks are the most
common amongst real-world CPS/IoT attacks, as shown in
Fig. 6. Access control attacks involve an unauthorized entity
gaining access to a classified resource, thus compromising
its confidentiality and/or integrity. Privilege escalation at-
tacks involve an entity exploiting a vulnerability to gain

elevated access to resources that it is not permitted to access.
Implementation of strict policies can protect against such
attacks. These security policies include multi-factor authen-
tication, access control lists, role-based access control, and
SQL queries input validation. More layers of authentication,
authorization, and network masking can be added for more
sensitive resources. An example of a defense DAG is shown
in Fig. 9.
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code or files
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Mask network

address

Fig. 9: Defense at the Top Secret level against access control
and privilege escalation exploits. The CDFG on the left
depicts the attack CDFG and the CDFG on the right depicts
the defense CDFG. The arrows indicate the basic blocks of
the defense CDFG making the corresponding basic blocks
of the attack CDFG non-operational.

7.2 Defense against Boot-stage Attacks

This category of attacks is the most complicated among all
the categories. While other attacks can be launched at the
application level, these attacks typically require root access
and have to be launched at the system level.

To defend against such attacks, a Core Root of Trust
for Measurement is required along with a Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) or a Hardware Security Module. These are
generally present at a level lower than the kernel and
sometimes referred to as the Trusted Computing Base (TCB).
In Fig. 10, the BOOTROM serves as the TCB. Defense against
this attack involves a series of hierarchical and chained
hash checks of binary files and secret keys stored in the
Platform Configuration Register (PCR) of the TPM. The PCR
is inaccessible to all entities except the TPM. The detection
of an incorrect hash value at any stage of the boot sequence
causes the boot sequence to halt due to the detection of
an illegal modification of the binary boot files and/or the
secret(s). SHA-2 is the most commonly used hash function
at this stage. Fig. 10 gives an overview of the hash checks
and execution of binary files at various levels.
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Fig. 10: Defensive measures against Boot-stage attacks

8 CONCLUSION

The rapid advancement of CPS/IoT-enabling technologies,
like 5G communication systems and ML, increases the
scope of their applications manifold. Unfortunately, this
also increases the attack surface of such systems that can
often result in catastrophic effects. We have demonstrated
how ML can be used at the system and network levels
to detect possible vulnerabilities (and their corresponding
exploits) across the hardware, software, and network stacks
of CPS/IoT. We discovered 10 unexploited attack vectors
and 122 novel exploits using the proposed methodology and
suggested appropriate defense measures to implement a
tiered-security mechanism. We hope that this methodology
will prove to be helpful for proactive threat detection and
incident response in different types of CPS/IoT frameworks.
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